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A B S T R A C T

Ihe diffraction of waves by an aperture irs usually ctv.died

in the case of a homogeneous ne&iun. In this paper, a method is

proposed for the solution of the oase problem in a medium of var-

iable parameters (refractive index, external fields). I t ±3 success-

fully applied to diffraction of a classical scalar wave ao well as

of an electronagnetic vector wave and a Schrodin~er r.-.Tave. v<ithin

the framework of this method, the scattering of particles -.icy be

considered an a particular case of the diffraction problem. Snrther-

aore, the method is extended to cover the case of diffraction of

dense electron beams. This has been achieved by means of a non-

linear integro-differential equation, proposed by the author as a

generalization of the well-taiown linear Schrb"dinp;er equation.

A decisive experiment could be made which, besides ilxowing whether

the solution thus obtained is true, would also speak in favour of

one of the two equations mentioned above. 2he lat ter is pertinent

to the discussion of the physical essence of Quantum Mechanics.

I I I S 0 J) II C 1 I 0 !(

Diffraction is a phenomenon typical of waves. I ts theory has

'been developed extensively both for scalar and vector (and electro-

magnetic vector,more specifically) waves, provided the medium is

homogeneous. Considerable mathematical difficulties, however, have

been known to hamper not only the solution of such problems but quite

frequently even their correct definition. An exact solution of the

diffraction problem has been found (Somnerfeld, 1896) in the case of

-:xi electron/-jnetlc plane ave that falls on an ideal conductive

half-plane screen. The diffraction problem is simplified if the

ccreen is sup-osed to be an ideal absorber of the entire radiation,

although this would open the door to objections in principle. She

.ielaholz-idrchhoff (HX) integral provides a rather general method

for the theoretie.il treatment of such problems. I t has a good ex-

perimental confirmation and leads to various practical applications

(Born et afl... 1961*; Honl et_al., 19dk). This formula has teen generalized

(Suzuki, 19T5) to cover electromagnetic processes.

Diffraction is studied as a rule in the case of homogeneous

rtedia since the alternative involves great mathematical difficulties.

£he propagation of electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere with a

variable coefficient r- is an example of calculations in a noa-

homogeneouc medium (Sock, 1970). Certain concrete cases of non-

homogeneous resonators for radio waves were studied in a review

article (Voitoviteh et al., 1976). Yet no general treatment bf the dif-

fraction problem in the case of a medium with arbitrarily varying

parameters has been done so far. On the other hand, such problems

do arise, as for instance in optics, where diffraction is frequently-

combined with the .general problem of wave propagation in a non-

homogeneous medium. Another example is found in electron optics

(Glaoex, 1952) where propagation of an electron beam in a given

electromagnetic field after i t has passed through an aperture i s

studied using the Schrb'dinger equation. I t turns out that the geo-

metrical optics approximation, currently used to solve such prob-

lems, is satisfactory for a l l practical purposes of contemporary

electron optics, but fails in experiments of higher precision where

the laws of wave optics become dominant.

On the other hand, when dense ensembles of unborn-id particles

(electrons) are considered, we beliffve that the conventional linear

Schrodinger equation should be replaced by a non-linear generailaar
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tion proposed by the author (Datzeff, 1969f 1975). !^he generalized

equation, which is closely related to the fundamental iasue about

the limits of the preeent-day quantum mechanics and the possibilities

for i t s further development, also raises the question about diffract-

ion for certain non-linear ware-type equations. This has brought

us to the selection of the subject of the present paper, i . e .

a study of the general diffraction problem in the caBe of non-homo-

geneouB media.

We shall consider the diffraction processes in a region enclosed

by an absolutely absorbing screen and surfaces. But for the already

mentioned difficulties, this leads to physically well-defined prob-

lems that may be »olved mathematically and bhat are related to real

processes applicable in practice. Our st-udy will begin with the case

of the classical scalar wave, followed by the Schrodin/;er wave, and

then by the electromagnetic vector w v̂es we shall terminate with the

same problem formulated for the new non-linear equation mentioned

above. The boundary conditions will be fixed in a manner that is

similar in al l cases; a general method for finding the solution will

be developed. For the f i rs t three sets of problems which involve

linear differential equations, this method will consist in writing

the corresponding solvable integral equations. (Diffraction prob-

lems have already been treated using integral equations (Born et al., ±9&*\

Hbnl et_al., 1961!) but not to the degree of generality intended in this

paper.) As for the non-linear differential equation, the corresponding

integral equation is also non-linear. Both in the linear and non-

linear cases, solutions are found in the e-jne manner, i . e . in terms

of power series of a /*iven parameter, 'i'hese series are proved to be

convergent,which completes the solution of the problem„ In the para-

graphs to follow, we shall treat f i rs t the stationary problem with

i ts different cir.es and then the non-stationary case-

-3-

I. THE STATIONARY PPOBLFM

1.1 Scalar classical wave

Let us consider a wave process in a given medium. let the wave

be described by a scalar function i|/(x;t,) which satisfies the fami-

liar equation

(1)

with a constant refractive index Tl,, . Equation (1) has stationary

solutions

' ' ' f «2)

where the amplitude iff(.r) satisfies the equation

(3)

A typical example of the diffraction process is that of a plane

•wave which pacse3 through an aperture in a screen and then propagates

in vacuum. The plane screen A divides the entire space into two parts

1 and II. The plane wave

reaches the aperture & on the screen and is diffracted. The diffrac-

ted wave T/-r will be a solution of eq. (1) in region II, and ita am-

plitude tfCt) will satisfy ei.(3). Given the amplitude $(tc/t) every-

where on the surface enclosing II, it is possible, by means of the

Helmholz-Kirchhoff (UK) formula (Born?Vi'964), to determine its values

anywhere inside II .

The integral is taken over the surface

and includes screen A.

- i t -
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The usual procedure is to consider an infinite region II and to

perform the integration in (5) over the aperture alone, since -̂

should vanish over the rest of /\ and the remaining part of ]? is

supposed to be so far Jtway that the wave has not yet reached it.

This current line of reasoning suffers from a well-known inconsist-

ency, for the process can no longer be regarded as stationary.

Another possible approach to the same diffraction problem is

the following (Glaser, 1952): let the plane wave *ff fall on the

planar and orthogonal to the Z-axis screen A, the origin of the ao-

ordlnate system - 0 lies in the aperture 3" . We have to calculate the

amplitude "̂-t.) Of the wave function "fy" in the region II ( 2>0 )

under the following boundary conditions: <j•=. f over $ and '?= G

over the rest of the screen. To do this, <f is written as a super-

position of plane wave* (a Fourier integral)

(6)

from the boundaryand the determination of the Sourier-tranefom

conditions

(6'J

follows the familiar procedure. The solution 4-' and the boundary con-

ditions look similar to (6) and {6') when there is more 'than one

aperture 5^ on screen A.

The case that will be studied tt&xo is related to a sinply connect-

ed finite convex region II, bound by a surface ̂  which includes

ccreen A and which is completed by the aperture (J" to a closed sur-

face 5? — ~£t S" . The volume thus enclosed will be denoted by V .

We shall assume further that the surface 2? absorb* a 1 the waves

that fall on it. This can be accomplished, at least in principle, by

an appropriate device. Then, the above-written solution V(rJ (6),

which is valid at Z>0 , becomes an exact solution of the diffraction

problem set for eq.. (1) in the limited region II and satisfyin" the

"boundary conditions (6'). Ho boundary conditions are imposed at the

absorbing surface ]!L since the values of the wave function at this

surface follow from the solution itself. The function 'P (5) along

with the boundary conditions (61),which will be repeatedly used

throughout this paner, are but an approximate solution of the problem

since it does not vanish at Z, • The farther 2 is fi"om cr , the

better the approximation.

l e t the medium in I I be d i spers ive and i t s r e f rac t ive index nil)

be wri t ten in the form of YUX> =Tlo \- u'dO ( « c > i , 1l'>C ) •

Then the equation for the amplitude (3) wi l l be replaced by

•r ¥ ̂  uvr, Wit) -- - ̂ Vvt-' t u1 \)/cl , m

where ^ is the same a« in (3) and /L is a parameter introduced

for the purpose of generality C A-- 1 corresponds to the problem

currently under study, while ?--C taken us back to eq.. (3)),

She boundary conditions under which eq. (7) will be solved are

compatible with the desired properties of the surface 2j and are

essential to the method developed for writing the solution* in all

the cases covered in this paper. If U stands for the phase velocity

of the wave and !•> for the inward normal to 2! than we ahall say

that the wave V i3 incoming (outgoing) when the angle between 11

and. v is acute (obtuse). The incoming wave is filed by the bound-

ary conditions at the points of aperture (f , while the outgoing wave

will be derived from the solution. All over the absolutely absorbing

surface 2 we must have an outgoing wave alone which will be given

a^ain by the solution. This laakes our problem similar to the one

of radiation.. Nothing will change if 71 i» removed and the wave !•

allowed to propagate through the infinite empty apace beyond, provid-

ed we restrict ourselves to a eolution in the finite region enclosed

by t .
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The bouivAary conditions may also be presented in the following

way, The flio: -. -ctor J can be calculated using the knovn formula for

i t at any point M from the limiting surface 2 with i t s internal nor-

mal V . I t may bo said then that the wave at point M is entering

(outgoing) if the scalar product j .y<0 (>0) , and the general

solution at point N will be of the form "if" = if' 4-Y ( V - en-

tering wave, ^f - out^oin.^ wave ) °

The part ial differential equation (7) can be rewritten under the

requirements set above as the followinj; integral equation;

where the function

of eq. (7)

- 1

is given by (5) and CJ is the tireen function

When the time dependence (2) is taken into account, G is a diverging

spherical wave, i t s aource at t\'{i') • Equation. (7) ia easily derived

from eq... (8) when acting on both sides of the lat ter with the oper-

a to r 20 ( ? W = 0 ) -

Squntion (8), within a limited region, i s a second-type Fred-

holm equation with an unbound kernel K = Gw , The Ureen function G,

although unlimited when X tends to Z' , is integratle in every

f ini te region. Equation (8) i s solvable by iterations when the ex-

pansion

-2 ^i Cio)

is used. Inserting (10) into (8) and netting the coefficients in

front of X aa equal, the following equality is obtained;

Repl".e1n,-' :fu In (10) witls expressions (10') and renrron'-in'-

the teririE in an appropriate manner, we get if in a form that i s

very convenient for physical interpretations , namely

Here K IT', A) i s e asy to write. (The expression R= GK is the well-

known resolvent of eq„ (8) .)

The function If as given by (11) or (10) iis the desired solution

of eq. (0), whence of eq. (1). This follows from one of the Fred-

holm theorems (cf. Appendix 1) and the fact that the homogeneous

equation corresponding to (8) has no other solutions except V= 0.

The eaine theorem provides for the uniform convergence of the series

(11) everywhere inside V and for any A- .

Furthermoro, the solution (10) or (11) satisfies the boundary

conditions. In order to prove th i s , le t us consider a point M on

the surface X • The f i r s t term <f in (11) gives the contribution of

the spherical waves (5) with sources a l l over tf , while the second

term accounts for the contribution of points iH'u'J inside T as

sources of spherical waves G(.L,t') t Thus, what we have at fti is a

resulting outgoing wave if" . (No restrictions are imposed on i t by

the boundary conditions.)

The sane property may be quantitatively verified as follows, l e t

us write the flux 1L corresponding to the wave at point/^on surface

£̂ , which is at a large distance % from BOTtLe inner point 0 (con-

sidering the surface Z a3 shifted and the space outside i t as

empty). The aoymptotic form of Jj is found to be as that for a

spherical wave starting from point 0. As the flux lines are continuous

and the conservation law is valid for the flux tubes, they are found

to pass through the surface at an obtuse angle, i . e . ^•*><^0 at

point Mt on ^ " (an out^oinr: wave). If a similar consideration is made

for point iM̂  clone toff; i t io found that each alanent of '-f corres-

ponds to an enterin ' wnve "V' and the integral term in (11) corres-

ponon to an out^oirv; wave \~ ,



This completes the solution of our problem,for the function Y

as given by (10) is proved to satisfy eq.. (8) and the boundary con-

ditions,

1.2 Schrodinger equation

A diffraction problem that io similar to the previous one can be

set also for the Sohrodlnger equation,

Consider an electron in an external field that Is determined by

the electromagnetic potentials £f>(V and AM . In this case, the

Hamiltonlan la well known and the amplitude Schrbdinger equation

takea the form
, (13)

The solution of this equation as applied to electron beams is

of interest to electron optics and can be found (cf.Glaser find an

extensive l i s t of references therein,for instance.) In this monograph

eq.- (13) i s studied for certain special potentials and within the

geometrical optics approximation that gives the currently required

degree of accuracy.

We shall apply eq. (13) to describe the behaviour of a uniform

beam of electrons with constant energy S hitting from region 1 the

planar impenetrable screen A that has an aperture 6" on i t . An in-

dividual electron will be represented by a plane wave

£ = A,,£)</>£-1fc't+'K-r ) in region I. The electrons passing through <f

enter a finite region II, enclosed by the surface 5~ -5!+"' .

X is supposed to absorb and lead off all the electrons which

fall on it. (The surface 2T includes part of screen A but can also

be deformed to Include the whole of it as well as another planar

-9-

acreen 3| | f\ . I n the la t ter ease, region II will be the Infinite

space between the two screens (JDatzeff, 1976)J. Consequently, the

boundary conditions for this diffraction problem are the same as

before.

In the absence of any field ( i . e . (p- f\~1l = 0 in regions

I and I I ) our problem is reduced to the common case of light diffract-

ion :.ind the UK-integral formula (5) or an expression of the type of

(6) will describe the wave fit) in region I I . Hence, eq. (13)

in the presence of an arbitrary Up and A may be replaced by the

following linear integro-differential equation with 1i given by

(13'):

The parameter /< has been introduced ad hoc and in our ease i t 13

equal to 1. The G-reen function Q is the same as in (9) but for

a plus sign ill the exponent. The solution of eq. (14) io obtained

by the power-series expansion \M^= w

which is convergent for any /-i . This is proved in the same man-

ner ac in the case of eq. (1). Indeed, a continuity equation

( niti) ni.fl,) exists for the Schrodinger equation too. I t is not

difficult to show that the boundary conditions lead to a vanishing

solution if of eq. (13) when the potentials are dispersive and

there is no incoming wave ( | = V= 0 ) . The homogeneous (¥~0)

version of eq. (16) will have but a vanishing solution too - a fact

which, in the light of the Fredholm theorem, ensures the uniform con-

vergence of the eeriea (15) for any /* . Thus our boundary value

problem in solved.
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Scattering of "particles. The non-relativistic potential scatter-

ing of particles is a particular case of the diffraction problem

treated above. In order to 3how this , le t us consider a uniform beam

of charged particles (e.g. electrons), represented "by a plane wave

along the Z-axis. Ihe plane wave falls on the non-transparent planar

screen AL 02 which has a circular aperture V of a radius E whoDe

centre in at the origin 0. Further, a repulsion potential field is

considered which, for the 3ake of simplicity, will be assumed to he

spherically symmetric with the centre of symmetry 0g lying on the

2-axis ( z = z ) . I t is also supposed that the field has a finiteo

ran.^e r0 and that !„« lo - Then, ft^ 20 means that a typical case

of diffraction is present, while ft» ^ ' represents a potential-

acattering problem.

In order to apply the rasults from ths f i rs t part of this section,

let us specify ^ a3 a sphere S of a radius fto > Za and centre at 0,,

I t intersects the screen A in a circle that ±n concentric to (S* and

has a radius of R>'K . Both the screen A and the 2>0 -part of £

are once a,̂ ain assumed to be wave-abs or bing, which mlccs the solution

(15) for the wave function if" pertinent to thic case of diffraction

as well. The next step is to allow fi-* H.»ic . Then, a plane wave

which propagates inwardly S will be a very good approximation of ^ ,

while the potential at point 0o will account for • scattered wave

T|f w h i c h . w i l l fcehave a s y m p t o t i c a l l y a s a s p h e r i c a l wave ( c f . ( l l ) ) .

•The qualitative reoulte of the particle scattering theory are obtain-

ed in thle way. I t must be noted, however, that we 'cannot go to the

ft—?• °° 1 \ " ^ c limit of the standard scattering theory, since in

our case i t will lead to divergent solutions. The restriction of

having finite H and H' is not an obstacle, since in a l l experiments

of this kind we have Vl)«f£< R, • The standard scattering theory

suffers from unavoidable diver^encies ( i . e . the total incoming flux

"J)'~o° ) because of the ftros and R'-oo condition, while in

our case this shortcoming is absent. The method described here may

lead at the same time to greater computational difficulties than the

conventional scattering theory, but this is besides the point when our

concern is with principles.

1.3 The electromagnetic wave

Consider an electromagnetic wave with vectors £ } H satisfying

the Kaxwell equations without flux (J = 0) in a homogeneous medium

with parameters EU|-J5f f'u), H W ^ , t / W . t'>0, K > C . •

One findc for b , H the corresponding wave equations (Bom _et̂ al., 196U),

r a stationary wave with f =• tU^f^h $ = tiW**?i<»t ^ ^

the last equations define the amplitude equatione for

the f i rs t one being of the form (Born et a_l.,ig6U)

and similarly for H . (The parameter X is introduced for con-

venience; here A= 1 .)

Consider again diffraction of an electromagnetic wave through a

hole C on a plane screen A with the same configuration and the same

boundary conditions a» in the previous problem. If the axia OZJ- A

and the incident plane wave is plane-polarized, one can choose

01 [[t , OY |( H*. In the case of a homogeneous medium, the solution

is known to be

The HK formula (5) determines the diffracted electric wave ^CV

in medium II (with f = f 1 ) and magnetic wave ?«(*•) (with f => t,

If medium II is considered as non-homogeneous with parameters tc)>

U(i) , eq.{16) may be replaced by the following integro-different-

ia l equation for the component £/ »

- 1 1 - - 1 2 -



and there is a similar equation for ^fx) • These equations may-

be oolved, as in the previous case, using a uniformly convergent

series in X • The proof is similar to that given for eq. <B).

furthermore, the results obtained in this section can be .general-

ised so as to cover any angle of incidence, any polarization of

the incoming plane wave, any superposition of plane waves in the in-

cident wave, any number of apertures, e t c .

1,4 Generalized probability .equation (generalized Schrodi nge r

equation)

Consider a uniform . electron beam in free motion through apace I .

I t i s described by a plane wave -f - A,<Up(-iwt +V.t) that

fa l l s on an infini te impenetrable planar screen A with an aperture

fP on i t . 2here is anotheT planar screen B parallel to A and

the two icieens are separated by a distance i. Both screens absorb

a l l the electrons that fa l l on them. An external field Cp̂ /H given

by the term UL (131) is supposed to be present in the infinite

space I I sandwiched between the screens.

During i t s movement in region I I , the electron haa been subjected

to the action of the given field fjb . A , i t well as to the action of

the average Coulomb field created by a l l the electrons which move in

region I I with some average density f(z t) . This las t action may

be considered as a supplementary potential energy Utt/t) of one

representative electron M{X}t) and may be expressed by the fol-

lowing expression, functional of V ,

(18)

The integration is taken in volume 7 between screens A,B (volume V is

enclosed in general by a surface ^_ ). The integral is always con-

ver.°;ent on account of the boundary conditions imposed, For the func-

tion Y itself, describing the probabilistic behaviour of the elec-

tron, we have proposed the following equation, which must replace

here the known Schrbdinger equation}

(19)

- 1 3 -

The expression 1L i s given by (13*} (containing given potentials)*

(The parameter A is introduced for convenience; here /* = 1.)

The parameter X^tN , where -e is the electron charge and H la the

average number of electrons in volume V in any moment, A/=CFK>| d% f

where % is the solution of (19) with tf - 0. The function "V

satiufies further the boundary conditions Y^ = \ on aperture & .

The non-linear lntegro-differential equation (19) generalizes the

one-particle Schrodinger equation in the case of charged particles

in free movement. At f i r s t sight , i t resembles! the Hartree equation

because of the integral term in i t but, in real i ty , these two equa-

tions are completely different. (The coefficient N there makes this

evident.) Bound states (for example, the hydrogen atom), a« well aa

many other problems with dense ensembles of partAoles, whioh are

usually dealt with by the many-particle Sehrodlnger equation, can be

described by a corresponding generalized non-linear equation of the

type of (19) (discussed by Datzeff (1969)). It appears that there ia no

simple general recipe for ,^enerailting the Schrodinger equation in

every caoe. This point,however,wlll not be discussed here.

In the current laboratory experiments, the number N in region II

turns out to be considerable (for example, H f^> 10 _-)o ); neverthe-

less, the Coulomb Interaction described by the term /Ijt (18) is

practically Insignificant and can be neglected. This interaction does

not appear in the ijc}irodin-jer equation, as it is well known, Hever-

j, all diffraction experiments with electrons of the type con-



sidered are very successfully treated by the one-paiticle Schrodinger

equation. So, i t mu3t be emphasised that the designation "one-par-

ticle" equation is only a conditional one, because, as already »ild,

there is in region II (finite or unlimited) a considerable number of

electrons in every moment. However, because of the large electron

velocity and the limited time, while the electron undergoes the said

interaction, the effect Of this Interaction is insignificant. The

successful description of such problems, actually many-pariicle

problems, by the one-particle SehTOdinger equation, that determines

the probabilistic behaviour of a single representative particle

K(x,y,z), i^however, an enormous simplification, 'ihis I s , In fact,

what makes quantum mechanics so powerful, namely! I t describes the

behaviour of a complicated syotem of particles with a simple mathe-

matical apparatus.

If, however, the electron beam density <j> ia considerable, i t

follows a visible beam deformation (beam dilatation), known In prac-

tical physica, or more precisely, a deformation of the diffraction

picture as a function of f . (in this case, the classical physics

speaks about a considerable space charge; the notion of space charge,

however, does not exist in quantum mechanics.) The deformation in

question cannot be explained by the "one-particle" Schrodinger

equation, which is linear and whose solutions tyM are Independent

of ? . (Or more precisely, the function y depends on f only by

a multiplication constant, which is determined by a normalization

procedure.) The same deformation cannot also be explained by the

K-particle Schrodinger equation, as seems to be the case at f irst

sight. Ia reality, no specific choice of N would have any physical

justification. On the other hand, the electrons in volume V are

replaced continuously - some electrons appear at the aperture <T ,

others are absorbed at screen B. A many-particle Schrodinger equation

-15- . . _ _ _ ...

cannot be written for such kind of particles, which have taken part

in the experiment only in the time interval At«: T (T is the time

of observation, which could be arbitrarily large). The many-partiole

Schrodinger equation Is known for particles which exiBt eternally In

principle. (Second quantization cannot be of any use here.) On the

other hand, if some H-particle SchrSdinger equation with fixed N value

(for example N "^ 10^) in proposed as an appropriate one with solut-

ion ifl^ij--- 'rAi>£) , then apart from the mathematical complications,

which are practically insurmountable, although this is not a problem

in principle, the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied vith this Tfr ,

Furthermore, in this way, the problem studied cannot even be defined

in a correct and clear manner. That Is why our firm claim is that

the electron beam deformation mentioned above does not follow from

the Sahrodinger equation; in reality, this deformation is in contra-

diction with the equation. I t follows, however, from eq.. (I9);whlch

Is a new postulate.

Consider a stationary state when YU,t) = ^(x}^pC' <-et/^) •

Eq..'. (19) 1B then transformed Into the corresponding amplitude equa-

tion (generalized Schrodinger equation for the amplitude)*

A^ny , * (2o)

If the electromaiTnetic potentials Cp and n are given, then

V? in eq. (20) should be replaced by the expression & (13'), and

a non-linear generalisation of eq. (13) 1» obtained.

The reader is referred to another reference (Dataeff, 1976) for

a brief outline of the results concerning the solution of eq,. (20).

In our case, the volume enclosed by the two screens is Infinite, the

integral term U> , however, atiii being convergent. (The problem

remains basically the ccuna if a surface Z" Is introduced to enclose

a finite convex region II between certain parts of A and B.)



1.4a ffree motion

lor the sake of simplicity i t will be supposed at f i rs t that no

external field i3 present, i . e . U. = 0 . Inserting £-^ & t- * into

(20), this equation takes the form of

which can be rewritten a* the following non-linear integral equation:

T|/(t)=<m^+- ^G{x,x')V.lx'jTLt')^' . (22)

Here the function <f(t) is the solution of the linear Schrodinger

equation ^Cf=0 and i s given, for instance, by the aK-formula (5).

The Green function G- in (22) is the same as in (9) with the exception

of the sign in the exponent which is positive now (becauee of the

minus sign of t in the stationary solution Tfl^W used here).

The i n i t i a l eq. (20) or the corresponding eq. - (21) follow

directly from eq. (22) when the operator X is applied to both

aides of the l a t t e r .

An expansion in power series of A- ,

Vix) •= % f%.CX) , (23)

will be used again so as to solve eq. (22). lor this purpose, (23)

is inserted into both sidea of eq. (22) and the coefficients in

front of A. are compared. A step-by-step repetition of this proced-

ure gives

I t can be verified that the formula (25) for a given V*. follows

from the assumption that i t is valid for TJ .̂j , which gives all

the terrae in expansion (23). leaving aside the question of conver-

gence ( i t will be discussed later in this paper), eq.a. (23), (24)

and (35) may bo considered an the exact, though f orm.'l, solution of

our problem.

-IT-

vJe shall now apply the method of successive approximations to the

solution of the integral equation (22). For A-=0 we have % - ̂

as the aero-order approximation. The functional U in (22) becomes

U C% ,*) ~ V-i when V^'VC is inserted into it, which makes eg.

(22) a linear integral equation with a known kernel. From this equa-

tion, the firat-ordrr approximation "T= ̂ i is derived in the form

of a power series in % and the functional tl = U^i& calculated

therewith. Following the established pattern, the successive approx-

imations of If can be derived up to any order ^ . In ordar

to distinguish between them and the coefficients TĴ  in the exact

solution, the notation *¥* will be adopted for the k-th order

approximation of ̂  . The linear integral equation for VK which

is obtained after the k-th step in the outlined procedure 1st

where the function V^.j, has been derived in the preceding step.

This linear equation for the k-th approximation has a known ker-

nel (calculated with the known T«-i. ) &sA- i s a generalized Predholm

equation (cf. A2), I t s exact solution can be written in accordance

With the Fredholm method as a power aeriee in X •

'<,<•• ) • (27)

The uniform convergence of this aeries for any A- and anywhere

inside region II follows from the fact that the corresponding homo-

geneous equation has but a trivial solution (of. A2). So determine

the coefficients % t (27) is inserted into (26) and ̂ 0 " ̂  ;

PoTmula (28) can be proved by induction for any k.

-18-



Lets. = 0. Then %0^"^'oo . I t follows from formula (23) that

•Yyo = ôo — ^ for any k. Moreover, when t = 1, a l l ^vi are equal

to "H^ , provided that k > 1. Similar results are obtained in the

same way for the other values of I and thus the induction i3 completed

and the following property of the matrix "Ytij is proved:

In other words, when k';?- j , the matrix element ^ - is equal to

the diagonal element '^rji •

A comparison between formulae (28) and (25) will bring out the

following important property:

%fr) - VKtU) - %tVt) ^>A) • (30)

This means that the f i rs t I terms VkE ( K% I ) in the exact solution

Tf̂  of the linear approximate equation (26) are equal to the cor-

responding f i rs t l terms ^ in the expansion (23) which gives the

solution y of the original non-linear equation (22).

The exact aquation (22) will now be rewritten by taking a l l terms

to the left-hand side and replacing If with the expansion (27) for

the function ^ . In thi3 way, a function <JKO, A) (the left side

of th.e equation) is obtained which is again a power series in X '•

The property (30) leads to the cancellation of all the terms that con-

tain K up to the k-th. power. Therefore, we shall obtain the follow-

ing series for the function

S A J = Z-. A T K V l l
t | A J • ( 3 1 I J

To summarize, the k-th order approximation ^ ( 2 7 ) , which is an

exact solution of eq.. (26), approximates the solution of the non-

linear eq. (22) to within l̂ .

-19-

In order to show the convergence of solution (23) or,more

precisely, of the series which represents i t , we shall use (30) and

write the function %(2l) in the following way:

— * Y — < • '% -

where the f i r s t term ^K(a polynomial In d of degree k) is the

k-th order part ial sum of the series and UK is the remaining term.

The aeries V^ converges uniformly in region II which ensures the con-

vergence of the integral IK = y "^I & . This integral is limited

by a constant, i . e . J < C , as can be 3een from (A3.1). I t Is easily

shown that the sequence of the partial sums $K (k «= 1,2,.. .) is con-

ns. As a matter of fact, the opposite would have led to a diver-

3-KI 6X LX~>V*) . On the other hand, by adding the remaining

term Vy^ to QK the uniformly convergent "Ĥ  is obtained,for which

(\¥k(ld-t<C . The contradiction la obvious. If we now le t k-f 00

and take into account relations (30), i t follows that the polynomials

In/L, %, are tending to the function T given by (23). This proves

the uniform convergence In V of the formal solution T (23) of the

exact equation (22).

lo complete the proof that the sequence of functions TJ£ (27)

has a limit which is but the very function T(t)(23), -we mu3t show

that the remaining term UK tends to zero like l / « . ie t us assume

the opposite, i . e . that Rw does not vanish when

single out the f i r s t , say m terms in

CJO . We can

and denote their sum by "E*

while the remaining part of H

The convergence of the aeries

hand, i t can be written that

is denoted by

T)̂  leads to 1£ 0. On the other

Thur. we have a polynomial of degree a in i which tends to infinity

as /Al Increases and so does the factor % , i.e. ttosis out

-20-
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to be unbounded. Then the function ^ (32) will lead to violation

of the inequality (A3.1 ) when inaerted into it. So, we must have H.^~^&

as fast as i/% • Hence, the converging sequence $* of the partial

sums of the series "V̂  (3S), on the one hand, and the sequence of

functions "Y^ , on the other, will both have the same limit. This

justifies the procedure of successive approximations as applied to

our case and proves the convergence of the series V (23) which.

gives the exact solution of eq. (22) when U ~Q .

The uniqueness of the solution can be proved by the following

arguments In accordance with the Predholm theorem, each one of the

suceesive approximations YK (27) la the only Golution of the cor-

responding linear integral equation (26). 'ihis leads to a unique way

of constructing both the coefficient T"e in expanoion 'Y (23) and

the polynomial % (32). Taking into account the way solution Y (23)

Is constructed and uaing the property (30), it may be concluded that

•V as given by (23) is the only solution, analytic in A , of

ei- (22).

I.4b Diffraction of electrons in an external field

Consider the general non-linear equation (20) in which I and/*-

are both arbitrary parameters. In analogy with eq. (22), eq (20)

may be rewritten in the farm of a non-linear Integral equation:

. (33)

We shall try a solution of eq. (33) in the form of a double power

aeries in X and /<-,

After inserting the expansion (34) into eq. (20) and comparing the

terms with equal povjers, of A and t^ , we obtain:

Just as In the 11=0 case, we may find that (34) and (35) deter-

mine formally the solution of our boundary value problem. The question

of convergence will be diecuosed later in this section.

On the other hand, we can solve eq, (33) t>y successive approx-

imations. For the f i r s t approximation, a linear Integral Eredholm equa-

tion i s obtained, whose kernel is calculated through the insertion Of

To-4? in the expression U(20) (Uj -%l%"$ ). The solution of thia

equation Tj/4 is found in the forro of a power series In X and ft .

The next step is to oaloulate once again U = U2, this time replacing

V ty ifi . A generalized Sredholm equation Is what we get and i t s

solution i s expressed again by a uniformly convergent series in A-

and /*• (cf. Al ). After k steps pf this kind are carried out, we

arrive at the k-th approximation equation*

( 3 6 )

As may be seen, it is a linear integral equation whose solution has

boen denoted by Yu In order to distinguish between it and the

solution of eq. (33). The approximation of (k-1)-th order, Ylx}A;/*-)

which appears in the integrand of eq. (36) is known from the preced-

ing step of the procedure.

Equation (36) will be solved again by means of a power expansion

?Ku) = Z * ->%V* J i^O'hh- )>%,*^*' (3T)

By replacing Vk into eq. (36). by the expansion (37) and by

comparing the coefficients in front of the equal powers of A. and

H , we obtain

(35)
(38)
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It can be proved by Induction that a relation similar to (30) holds:

Through the equalities (39), we can establish the convergence of

the series (37) and (34) Just as we did for /-t = 0. Indeed, the in-

tegral inequality (A3.1) must also be fulfilled in the case of eq.

(36) and the corresponding differential equation (20). Hext, for each

k, the solution Yu ° f *1- (36) is again a uniformly convergent

series in \ and /* because the corresponding homogeneous equations

(which are obtained for <f = 0) have but trivial solutions (cf. the

case of U° = 0 and (A1),) Further when formulae (38) and (35) are com-

pared for consecutive values of the indices, the following relation-

ship (a generalization of (30)) is obtained :

'¥ Jx) ~ %r [x) n.ni

Jrom (36), (37) and (38), an approximation that is linear in A,

and /<- is derived, and thi« approximation is the leading term in

the solution and can currently be used when an external field 0° is

presents

(in)

In accordance with (40), it may be concluded that the term "f̂ t,

in the exact solution (34) of the original non-linear equation (33)

is equal to the term "V̂ +p̂ p in the exact solution of the approx-

imate linear equation (36) with 1c = n + p. Then, from the convergence

of the series Y* (37) and in analogy with the case of U° = 0 it

may be concluded that the series T(34) ia uniformly convergent.

]? oil owing again the line of reasoning for the cace of IJ° = 0 (or ft =0),

we can prove that 4r , as given by (34), is the only solution of eq.

-23-

(33) which is an analytical function of the parameters A. and fir .

The solution Y (34), derived in this section, has the following

obvlouo properties:

(i) when /<• = 0, A ^ 0, it coincides with the solution (23)

found earlier in the absence of an external field;

(ii) when A = 0, / t £ 0 f it coincides with solution (15) of

the linear Schrodinrjer equation (14).

I I . THY. NOW-STATIONABY PROBLEM

V/e ishall now f;enera].ise the method of solution already developed

f ,r the stationary problem to a non-stationary problem. And cince the

non-stationnry problem is apeelfically more Important in the case of

a group of charged particles moving in an accelerator, we shall pay

more attention to the Schrbdinger equation. Nevertheless, the results

obtained here may easily be transferred to the corresponding diffract-

ion phenomena for waves of any ldnd.

Consider again the diffraction phenomena using the scheme already

employed with respect to space II between the two parallel screen*

A,B with a hole 1* on A. Since the proceso ia non-stationary, the

generalized time-dependent Sehrodinge* equation (23) muet be'used.

convenience we shall consider successively the three caseot

II.1. The linear schrodinger equation ( X-O^tO )

Consider the linear Schrbdinger equation (12) (or (19) with

A = 0) in the form of

'•<) X*1

The Green function for eq- (42) will satisfy the equation

SjGc {.lt';x ) ~ \ l*\t~) in the case of free movement, when Ŝ '1 —̂

(For convenience, ,;e shnll often use belov the four-dimensional

notations that avo nececrsary for a relativistic generalisation,

W



namely: x.;t -»*,*=-» X •) . The Green function itself is written

in the form (Bjorken and Drell, 1961*):

t > t , in the case

(1*3)

let ur, now apply eq.- (42) to the problem defined above. let

the electrons entering through the hole <T from moment t on be
o

repreoented in the free space by some packet, described ty a function

. The propagation of the packet in domain II at a time

may be described by the ilK

formula (5) or by a Fourier integral. This will be a function H"{.i,t)

containing the boundary conditions; this function Is assumed to be

known. We can then replace the differential equation (42) by an inte-

gral equation of the Fredholm type

'xjUVW^*"' ' two

It is of the same type as ei- (8) in a stationary case but it has

four variables. The term U.° is given by (13')» The space integration

in the integral is taken, her© in volume 7, and the integration at t1

in the interval 0 <L t' <• M ({*(>).

The solution of (44) is given by the expansion C%~f ) ,

V .
Series (45) is easily fjiven the following form,vbieh is convenient for

the discussion of the boundary conditions,

where the series K can be written as well. The proof that the series

(45) io uniformly convergent for any /C eon be made as in the stat-

ionary case ,

Xet us suppose that the average diameter of the packet entering

(5~ is of the order of is . In the cases of practical interest, %

usually nas a value that is small in comparison with the average dia-

-25-

rieter tr of tlie hole ff" and with the middle diameter of the volume

V where the process is studied.(in our case it will be the distance

I between screens A, B.) Thus, we suppose that

In auch a case the packet will spread in domain II with a small var-

iation of its initial form, i.e. -f ~ ^ , which can be uoed in practice.

II.2 The generalized schrodinger o-quation without external field

( J-tO, K-0 ).

Equation (42), where S is replaced by 5^-^it and the boundary

conditions are left unchanged, will be transformed now into the Inte-

gral equation

Its solution may be sought again by the expansion

by

n,-̂  expr«33ion (18) for U, and(coaplete induction, it is found conse-

cutively that

(50)

Thus the exact but forwil nolution of (49) la obtained.

Let us seek, on the other hand,the solution of eq. (46) by the

method of successive approximations. So, putting if~="% — f in U

(18) the first approximation 11, -\i(%f) is obtained. Substitut-

ing this U for U in equation (46), it becomes a linear eo_uatlon,viiieh

defines a firct approximation Wl for V j by Vi we have the second

approximation 1X^=11 L^ii*/ } and so on. We shall denote by •"% the

solution of eq. (46) after k times of such replacements in eq. (36)t

so s.3 to distimn.iir;h them from ^ ( 5 0 ) . So, we have, ^tartinf; with

(4S)^a linear eqn.ition with a Joiovm kernel to determine '^ ,
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v (51)

which ir, of the BTodholm type. The %., \r. concicered as knovr.i. bince

the boundary conditions hero are fie s.-icie ar; those uoed ^bovc, ito sol-

ution vriLll lac 'jiven by a series that is uniformly convergent in volume

V for any A. (the proof can be ?;iveti an for eq. (f?))j

k = o, 1, a, ... ) . (52)

:jhe written as before. So we find that

It -£«l (53)

It is immediately seen from (53) that VKa~Xo for k = 1, 2, ...

and ^kl- Yii (k = 2,3,...). Usin^ complete induction, the following

property of the matrix element I

obtained

, which is similar to (29) is

By comparing formulae ^ ( 5 0 ) and YKf(53) consecutively and uri

complete indnc-tion, the following bacic relation, nindlar to (30) is

obtained tn a similar way:

Aa seen from (55), the? first I terms ^ t ( X > 0 of the'ex^ct solution

"YH of the linear ap^roxinnte equation numbered as k (51) are equal

correspondingly to the first i terms ~% of the expansion (50), which

gives the exact formal solution of the non-linear equation (48),

Consider now tbe question of convergence of the series found above.

As we have seen, each of series X(x'^52) is uniformly convergent

for any A . On the other hand, usin;j (51), it is found that for a
«'

.r̂ iven arbitrary value K-K1 , all the partial sums <Li ̂ X X^f*-

are identical for any K^K* . 1'lie fundamental integral inequality

Ijl-H'l dr < C (A^,i) in valid here as well, (c is a constant, depend-

ing on tbc /Tcoinotrical and boundary conditiona of the problem, but not

-27-

on any ••ivc!i po ten t i a l in each l i n e a r i n t e~ rc l equation of the type of

(8).) [inin~ t ! i i r in fe r t i l i ty and r e l a t i o n s (55)i one can derive once

arain the property tha t tlic p a r t i a l nunus ^^ have a common l imi t

which if alrso a l i u l t of the espannion "V(49), i . e . the aer ie3 (49)

i s uniformly convergent in volume V with respect t o A. . O n the

other hand, s ince a l l the equations for the functions ^ (51) are

l i n e a r and every one of them has but a unique so lu t ion , one can derive

the conclusion tha t the so lu t ion found "^(49) i s the unique so lu t ion

of the non-l inear equation (40) under the i n i t i a l and boundary condi t -

ions used here .

I I . 3 The generalized equation in the eaae of eyter^-ial^field

Since the Schrodin^er operator is used now, instead of S (l*2),

b - So - I 1 M. -A W- . the complete s e n e r a l : ' - 3 e d Schrodinger equation w i l l

be f i f - 0 (1? ) . On the baaia of the former boundary and i n i t i a l con-

d l t l o n s , i t can be wr i t ten in the following form tha t genera l i ses (48)

I t s so lu t ion may be sought for in a double power series

Introducing y (57) into (56), one finds the functions

ison of the coef f ic ien ts of the d i f fe ren t powero of A

by compar-

function "H-7\K 57) gives thus the exact formal solut ion of (57) .

On the other hand, as in the case of eq. ( 5 i ) t l e t UB put "% = V

in the functional U. The f i r s t approximation 2Zf •»=• W(V ŷXj for U

thus found, when introduced in • eq. (56) raalcec i t l i n e a r with a known
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solution which defines a second approximation U , and so on.

After repeating thin procedure k times, a linear approximate equation

is obtained (its solution will be denoted by V)

(59)

(60)

It enn be solved by the expansion

Replacing again ^(60) in (59) and comparing the coefficients in

front of the equal powers of Ai/*i one finds

and by comparing the expressions V^p(58) and

similar to (55) is obtained,

(61)

By comparing successively the functions Ti<flp ^ 6 1 ^ a * different

values of their indices, a property similar to (54) is obtained,

(62)

), a property

(61)

This l»st relation links the euecensive approximations *jr of the

solution of the exact, non-linear equation (56) with those of the set

of linear approximate equations (59)• Using (63) and applying the 3ane

logics as before, one finds that the solution of egs- (56) is repre-

sented by the power series "V (57), which io uniformly convergent in

volume V for any A,*. .On the other hand, the /jeneril solution

V (57) comprises the different particular oases studied: if X-

it sivoa aolution (45);and if H-C, \tC,it -ives oolution (49).

let us vrrite also the approximate solution of (56) in its lowest

-pproxiination, I.e. retaining the terms up to the first pomr of A.K

which will be more frequently utilized in practice. Thus, from (57)

and (58) we have

(6k)

Let us consider the following specific example (Darwin 1927,de BroRlle 1930)
giving

/come idea about tlie phenomena that take place in a linear accelerator

where a ̂ roup of charged particles (a wave packet), for example elec-

trons, is introduced. In the initial moment t = t , the packet has a

3pherical shape with LJaus3ian distribution of the probability density
-9

around its centre 0, possessing initial velocity V , The movement of

the packet in the unlimited space without external field will be des-

cribed by the following wave function, satisfying the linear Schrodin-

ger equation^

(65')

limited
further, i t follovro from formula (65) (de Broglie 1930Hhat for some/time

interval , the v/avo packet conserves i t s spherical shape, given by (65' )

and tha t in the course of time, the packet d i la tes and dis»ipate» , as

this taken place for every wave packet.

let us apply the last results to domain II, representing a circular

cylinder wit'; I'iar-ieter d0 , length a and bases A, B, with a hole if on A.



(It can tie considered ac a model of a linear accelerator.) Suppose

that the packet diameter satisfies the inequalities (47). The HK for-

mula (5), with known valueo of |- over the hole (T , will determine

the function fUj.tJ in domain II. In satisfying inequalities (47),

the HK formula gives for the functions <f(t)t) a value close to those

for f W , i.e. the packet passing along the cylinder will almost con-

nerve its shape. '.The formula ^ ( 6 4 ) (supposing that U -0 ) will

describe the evolution of the packet. If & V 0 , the formula ^ ( 6 4 )

must also be used. Evidently, to obtain a higher approximation, one

hasc to calculate more precisely the function V!iX}~^) and to take more

terms in the expansion for if' (57). The case where the accelerator chan-

nel la not linear may be treated in a similar way (if it ia for example

a torque). In such a case, the non-linear generalized Schrodinger

equation (1°,) must be solved in corresponding curvilinear coordinates.

The solution of eq. (57) may he used In every specific case so as

to obtain numerical results, naturally with the help of a computer.

Such a solution for an electron packet in some accelerator may have
Is

the following consequences of principal importance. As ̂ known, the line-

ar Schrodin"er equation describes a dilatation of every wave packet

regardless of the kind of particles considered, but this dilatation ID

too small and insignificant for any of the usual experiments. On

the other hand, it is independent of the particle density in the pack-

et. But the packet dilatation in the case of charged particles, depend-

in-; on the electron density, is an experimental fact, which,on the

other hand,is in contradiction with the Sshrodinger equation. That i3

why it is important to realize precisely such an experiment for dif-

ferent values of itr, parameters (electron density, size and shape of

the packet, initial velocity, etc.) and to compare the 0xperiment.1l
data 'with those following from solution (57) (for example, froir the

the
•fijv-t rvmroxi^cition (64)). Such er.r:eri"ientD nay havê significance of a

crucial experiment as rcvirds the stand on the physical basin of

quantum mechanics.

C O N C L U S I O N S

It is an undoubtedly interesting result, found in this paper, that

the solutions of linear diffraction problems (i.e. such that are

defined for linear differential equations) were obtained through the

same general method in a variety of oaaeu. The solution of the non-

linear probability equation (the generalized Sehrodinger equation) V

(20) or (21) is of additional interest for two reasons - a mathematic-

al and a physical one.

The mathematical merit is connected with the absence of general

methods for dealing with non-linear differential and integral equa-

tions. Often, specific physical problem*, leading to such equations,

suggest the most successful approach to their solution. In our par-

ticular caae, the boundary value problem resembles that 'of radiat-

ion and thin hints at the existence and convergence of the solution a

whatever the coefficients in it may be. (Thia i» reflected in the *

absence of a non-trivial solution of the homogeneous approximate

integral equation.)

On the other hand, the generalized probability equation is closely

connected with the physical substantiation of quantum mechanics. In

fact, since it in proposed aa a generalization of the Schrodinger

equation (12) for the proeeaa under consideration, its experimental

confirmation will mean that the linear mathematical formalism, current-

ly used in quantum mechanics, is nothing but a first approximation to i

reality. .Equations (12) and (19) lead to different results - this can

easily te ohown in a qualitative way and even checked experimentally.

For this purpose, consider the first approximation (41) to the solu-

tion in tdo cace of a dense electron beam falling on screen A with n

apertures f̂  (i = 1, 2, ..., n) of arbitrary shape on it. Then each

aperture will contribute a function V; to the zero approximation V,



Formula (41) points directly to the following effects in the case of

the stationary problem!

a) Each beam (i) which passes through aperture ^ will undergo

a proper deformation (i.e. broadening) which is determined by the in-

tegral term of factor \ and f-^ .

b) The same beam (i) will also be deformed under the influence

of the remaining integral terms; thif; is interpreted as mutunl repul-

sion of the electron beams. The external field U° contribute* a.l30 to

the deformation of each beam.

c) Beam boundary diffractions of the same origin as In linear

quantum mechanico.

d) In a non-stationary case, and especially for an electron wave

packet, the formula (64) describes ite dilatation in space in the

course of time a3 a function of f •
follow

The effects described in (a), (b) a-,d (d) do- not by any means^ from

the conventional linear Schrodinger equation and they are actually in

contradiction with this equation. '£he effect (c) will not be much dif-

ferent from that described by the present day quantum mechanic?-..

An experimental check of the solution of eq. (20) is most desir-

able. This refers to an even greater extent to formulae (41), because

they can serve as a very good approximation to the exact solution for

all practical purpoces. Such an experiment will also be of crucial
the

importance as regardsjj fundamental question of the physical substantiat-

ion of quantum mechanics (cf. Datceff, 1969, 1975).
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A P P E N D I X

Al. Convergence of the series (10) and (15)

Let us combine aq,(l) with i t s complex conjugate (y^ is nov considered
to be ft complex function). The corresponding continuity equation is derived
in the familiar way:

with the veil-known expressions f o r ^ J . Hy integrating eq. (A1.1)

over volume 7 enclosed by the surface 27 (the la t ter includes the

ocreen A o.ni the aperture (H ), we obtain:

(A1.2) 1 -it

The Schrodin.^er equation (12) also leads to (A1 .1) and (A1,2) with

the cor?-espond.in£ well -knovn expressions for C and Ji

The solution of the differential equation (1) and of the corres-t

ponding equation for the amplitude (3) (and similarly of (7))Is, of

course, identical to the solution of the integral equation (S), whioh

satisfies the same boundary conditions. In the case of an Incoming

plane wave -4- (4) (i.e. a steady state, 9 = 0 ) the first terra in

eq. (A1.2) in zero, hence, the same in true for the surface integral

IT/ in It.

Consider a otea&y state rmd also f = 0, i.e. there is no Incoming

wave. We shall obvlounly have "then Iy'^0 for the incoming wave

if'~f • besides, from eq. (A1.2) we ascertain that the surface in-

tegral Ivf" will also vanich. On the other hand, the requirement of
j

having an outgoing wave alone all over the surface 5^ leads to

Iy = Iv"̂ (k This means that ly" - 0 and therefore Y=0 .

Suppofee now that at a moment tt there has been certain radiation

in V and consider the non-stationary solution of the time-dependent

equation (1) at a later moment ty-tg , is a result of the boundary

conditions (6') and f = 0, there will be an outgoing wave Y at the

points of/f , hence Ĵ " <C . This means, through eq. (A1.2) that

,et S?1*^1 decreases monotonously with time. When a steady



state is reached (for t-tc —* °° ), -the solution will "be "H
1' = C .

To nuin up, the stationary solution T of eq. (7) (and of eq. .

(1) also) will vanish when f = 0 (then f=C ). This mcanc that the

homogeneous (f=0 ) Jrodholm equation (8) will also have as its only

solution WsQ and proceeding from one of the FrecTholra theorems

(Goursat, 1923) we conclude that the solution Y (10) or (11) is ana-

lytical in X , for the lTredholm denominator Si(?•) has no zeros. Thus,

the power series (10) is uniformly convergent in V for any A . This

reault la easily generalised for the ease of an incoming wave f which

is a superposition of plane waves: •!•- 5~$; . Further, the same ob-

viously applies to the Schrodinger equation (12) and to the correspond-

ing amplitude equation (13)« The homo.rjcneou.es integral equation (14)
its

has again as^only solution T̂ -sO,hence the series f (15) is uniformly

convergent in X •

A2. Generalization ^>f_the Tredholm .equation

In the course of this paragraph, we shall study a generalisation

of the results given above which will -he widely used later. Let

the function W(r) in the partial differential equation (7) "be an ana-

lytical function of X itself and be given by the power . expansion

M V ^ / E ^ W r t ^ J * Then, we can rewrite the integral equation (8)

which corresponds'to (7) in the form given below (K = G? ̂ Wn.)

Equation (7) leads to the continuity equation (A1.1) and also

(Al.2) .Following the line of reasoning in the preceding paragraph, we can

again establish that our standard boundary conditions, combined with

^-sH'-O, necessitate ~W-Q to be the only solution of the different-

ial equation (7) with W = ^TTWV* • This means that the homogeneous

integral equation which follows from (A2.1) will have but a vanishing

solution of V" • Next, we apply the methods of the Eredholm theory

(Goursat, 1923) to eq. (A2.1) and observe that the determinant in the

tfredholm denominator 2)(/\J has all the diagonal elements given by
-35-

1- AtfUJ^Ajk (IY.->C; , w!]lle t h 0 non-diar:onai elements (j.k) are

/IK't.j^'^)^ . It 1c evident that S(,i)i(j for all the values of X

boc; uco the horao-;eueouc equation h^s only a trivial solution. Thuc,

in thir. c:\ce, we conclude a^ain that the non-homo/jeneous equation

(A2.1 ) "I.IG a solution thab is analytical in /V and which can be writ-

ten in t'ip fern of a uniformly convergent series and also as

The exprcG-ion for the resolvent GM can bo found within the theory

of the Frodholm equations. 'i'he solution in most conveniently shown to

satisfy the boundary conditions when written in the form of (A2.2),

which resembles (11).

JIow, let us ctudy the differential equation

&,Y--(MVH-/+W4)Y. (A2.3)

which includes tvro pafameters X and j^ and is a generalization of

eq.. (7). Wv and V L̂ depend on t , /L and f*. and they are defined

by double power aeries in A and /4, which converge uniformly at each

point of V. There will again be a continuity equation of the type of

(A1.1), corresponding to eq. (A2.3)- Under the standard boundary con-

ditions (A2.3) transforms into the followin:<; linear integral equation:

The homogeneous version of thin equation is again shown to have a |

vanishing solution only. Thu3 the solution of the non-homogeneous

eq. (A2.4) can be expressed in accordance with the Sredholm theorem

in a' uniformly convergent series in powers of /L and f*> ,

A3. the 'fundamental inequality

We shall consider in this paragraph diffraction of *n electron

plane wave in the presence of a dispersive external field with poten-

tial LL iV^C and under the current boundary conditions. The wave

function y which satisfies the Schrodinger equation can be written in f

tl-ie ftxm 'ycift)= af̂ j>(if with real a and <f . The follov/ing in-

••"f: -36-



equality will be establiched:

= S** r C " • (A3.D

IJcre the integral is taken over the diffraction volume 7, and c In a

positive constant whose value depends on the .'-eonetrical paranotera

and on the incoming wave f but not on the external potential tJ' .

J.et us denote by J' the density of the incoming wave-flux

( l.di>Q on the aperture <T ) and by I'1- "j"[rU-'J the density of

the outgoing wave-flux, calculated at the points of the surface

2" =jf+'5" which is the boundary of V ( j"ds> < 0 everywhere on 2T

and J" if? a ftmctional of U1 ). The continuity equation (A1.2) takes

the follovrln"; form in tho case of a steady state ( § = 0 ):

1 ^ ~(k'n)a W ) • (A3.2)

The right-hand side of (A3.2) is independent of the potential U'.

Expressions for J1 and J" similar "bo J (A3.2) are easily derived rfrora

the well-known general expressions.

let us support? that violation of the Inequality (A3.1) is possible

for a certain potential U'(r), I.e. that in such a case the integral

J a "•*" ic divergent. Thic would mean that the amplitude a is un-

bounded too. But if the amplitude <X is unbounded near the surface

2" so will the flux J" he, as can be concluded, judging from

the expression for J (A3.2). This ic in contradiction with the equal-

ity (A3.2) for the right-hand nlde of the latter does not depend on I!"

and Is always finite. If, on the other hand, the function a Ir. bound-

ed everywhere near 2f t *>ut ̂ oes to infinity leastwise at one point

M inside 7, then at that point, the function if-s a<*j?<<( will cease

to be a nolution of the Schri;din^er equatlon) which ir. in contradict-

ion with our original assumption, i'hun, we conclude that the in-

equality (A3.1) holds whatever the potential U' > 0.

The inf-quallt;,- (A3.1 ) ir pJ:;o -vnlid for arbitrary ccalir r:if'

v̂ cl;or WJVIE. l:ni<;o<'> ccir-idor, oq. (1) In the crr,o v/'iere yi(e)>C

-37-

in aa arbitrary function of r and thus leads to an arbitrary *W(r) in

eq- (7). Then, If the wave satisfies eq.. . (1), we can use the general

expression for <, (̂ J and the preceding argument to show tha the inequal-

ity (A3.1) is observed again.

The physical Interpretation of the inequality (A3.I) in the case

of the Sohrodinger equation is that the number of electrons in volume

V is finite at each moment, regardless of the type of the dispersive

potential. From a physical point of view, this is only a natural

restriction. In the case of a scalar wave Y which satisfies eq, (1)

in a given medium, the inequality (A3.1) places an upper limit to the

total wave ener/ry B in volume 7 no matter what the n-dependence of r

™y to. A similar Interpretation can "be given to (A3.1) In tha case of a

vector wave.

-38-
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